
 

Climate adaptation finance is ineffective and
must be more transparent
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In 2019, an international climate fund approved a ten year US$9.3
million project to support communities in the drylands of Mozambique
that are affected by frequent droughts. This money seems a lot, but it
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https://www.greenclimate.fund/document/climate-resilient-food-security-women-and-men-smallholders-mozambique-through-integrated
https://www.greenclimate.fund/document/climate-resilient-food-security-women-and-men-smallholders-mozambique-through-integrated


 

really is not much for a country also affected by other climate-related
events such as cyclones. Indeed, the World Bank estimates Mozambique
needs at least US$400 million a year to protect itself from climate
change. The difference between the amount of money that developing
countries, such as Mozambique, need and what they get from developed
countries begins to highlight some of the problems related to financing
responses to climate change.

Poor and developing countries will be hit hardest by climate change and
will need money to adapt, for instance, by building walls to protect
against rising seas and storm surges. But there are three key problems:
available finance is not enough, the amount of money needed will
continue to grow, and the money currently being spent is often making
things worse.

Problem 1: Not enough money for adaptation

In 2009, rich and developed countries committed to setting aside
US$100 billion a year to support developing countries to protect
themselves against climate change. Initiatives that track this money show
that developed countries have since set aside much less than that.

It's hard to estimate the actual size of this deficit mainly because money
that does not address climate change sometimes gets misreported. For
instance, even though a loan provided by the government of France to
the Philippines was used to pay off another loan, this money was still
reported as finance for climate change. This means that reports are often
based on overestimates.

However, researchers generally agree that developing countries are
working with much less money than they need.
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https://oxfamilibrary.openrepository.com/bitstream/handle/10546/620870/mb-who-takes-the-heat-230919-en.pdf
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/978481468178764388/pdf/702640v10ESW0P0IC000EACC0Mozambique.pdf
https://phys.org/tags/climate/
https://climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/A-Snapshot-of-Global-Adaptation-Investment-and-Tracking-Methods-April-2020.pdf
https://insights.careinternational.org.uk/media/k2/attachments/CARE_Climate-Adaptation-Finance_Fact-or-Fiction_Jan-2021.pdf


 

Problem 2: Growing needs

In January 2021, the UN Environment Program published a report,
which noted that the money available for adaptation was not increasing
fast enough. The World Bank estimates that developing countries need
about US$70 billion a year to respond to climate change. These costs
will increase by at least 300% to US$200-300 billion a year by 2030 and
US$280-500 billion a year in 2050.

Problem 3: Money not doing its job

An international group of researchers recently published a study that
indicated that climate adaptation finance was not doing what it was
supposed to do. Instead, they found evidence this money was actually
making communities more likely to be affected by climate change.
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https://www.unep.org/resources/adaptation-gap-report-2020
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/646291468171244256/pdf/702670ESW0P10800EACCSynthesisReport.pdf
https://unepdtu.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/unep-gap-report-2016-web-6-6-2016.pdf
https://unepdtu.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/unep-gap-report-2016-web-6-6-2016.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0305750X20305118?via%253Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0305750X20305118?via%253Dihub
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This is because people who deliver this money to developing countries
do not consider the reasons why these communities are affected by
climate change in the first place, or what the communities need to
protect themselves against climate change. The solutions offered are
therefore likely to push communities into precarious situations that leave
them more affected by existing or new climate problems.

For example, in the early 2000s, the government of Mozambique led 
resettlement initiatives to protect people living in floodplains from
frequent floods. However, these resettlements left some households with
limited sources of income and poorer than they were before their
resettlement. This made the households more likely to suffer from other
effects of climate change such as droughts or illnesses in the household.

My own research in Tanzania backs this up. There, I looked at an
internationally funded project that prohibited cutting down mangroves,
so that the mangroves would reduce coastal erosion by creating buffers
against rising sea levels. However, the project overlooked the needs of
poor households, who previously cut these mangroves and sold them or
used them for cooking. Poor households were left with limited income to
buy food which was becoming even scarcer due to the effects of climate
change on fishing and farming. This project therefore exposed these
communities to climate change in newer ways.

The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
(IFRC) also found that local institutions are usually excluded from
decision making on how money for adaptation is spent. These
institutions, such as indigenous groups, have a better understanding of
how and why their communities are vulnerable to climate change and
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https://sciencex.com/help/ai-disclaimer/
https://liverman.faculty.arizona.edu/sites/liverman.faculty.arizona.edu/files/2018-06/Arnall%20et%20al.%20-%202013%20-%20Flooding,%20resettlement%20and%20livelihoods%20change%20evidence%20from%20rural%20Mozambique_1.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2020.104525
https://media.ifrc.org/ifrc/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/IFRC_wdr2020/20201113_WorldDisasters_7.pdf
https://media.ifrc.org/ifrc/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/IFRC_wdr2020/20201113_WorldDisasters_7.pdf
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/latamcaribbean/2020/07/08/brazils-indigenous-peoples-face-a-triple-threat-from-COVID-19-the-dismantling-of-socio-environmental-policies-and-international-inaction/


 

can better target their funding.

Transparency as a starting point

Greater transparency could begin to address these problems. People
ultimately need to know who gets what, and how money is used once it is
allocated.

Developed country governments do already regularly report how much
money they are sending to developing countries for climate change, yet
these reports do not provide detailed information on how this money is
actually spent and whether it goes to the most affected communities.

For example, according to the OECD's database, Italy sent US$1.3
million in 2012 to Mozambique to support agriculture, but information
on whether poor communities benefited from this money is inadequate
or missing altogether. My research in Tanzania has shown that even after
this money is sent to developing countries, governments in these
countries are likely to use this money to control what local organizations
do, resulting in actions that are not in line with local needs.

This means that simply "following the money is not enough". Institutions
responsible would need to provide transparent accounts about not just
how they are sourcing and allocating money for adaptation, but also
whether (or not) this money is spent on communities' pressing needs.

This is in line with growing calls for locally led climate change
adaptation, which emphasize that, in the end, providing money for
adaptation only matters if it is in sufficient quantities and protects
communities in developing countries from climate change.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=crs1
https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=crs1
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geoforum.2020.04.019
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geoforum.2020.04.019
https://www.wri.org/publication/afai
https://pubs.iied.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/2021-01/10211IIED.pdf
https://phys.org/tags/money/
https://phys.org/tags/climate+change/
https://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/climate-adaptation-finance-is-ineffective-and-must-be-more-transparent-156469
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